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Discover Your 60 YEAR Cycle

We used to keep family history by recording important events in a special book, perhaps kept in a county records office, or 
even a bible at home.  As this practice declined, another book for writing family history became available, with the added 
advantage of offering another way to understand our lives.   Just as we have 60 seconds to make a minute and 60 minutes 
to make an hour, the Chinese have long considered 60 years a unit of one (12 animals x 5 elements = 60 year cycle).  The 
Chinese calendar uses 12 animal years, in this order, and five elements:  

Animals Elements

1. rat
2. ox 
3. tiger 
4. rabbit 
5. dragon
6. snake 
7. horse
8. sheep
9. monkey
10. rooster
11. dog
12. boar 

1. metal
2. water
3. wood
4. fire
5. earth   

Every twelve years, it is again the ‘year of your animal’ and you experience your animal's inherent element energy in a 
different elemental context.  With your 60th birthday, you have completed 1 cycle; your animal energy has proceeded 
through each of the 5 elements and your energy is again where it was when you were born.  Sixty years of experience 
telescope into the 60th birthday.  One begins again, but with 60 years of collected wisdom and the accumulated experience 
from passage through each of the five elements.   These 5 elements are important in Chinese culture and occur in 
everything from acupuncture to architecture.  See Figure 1.

Yin and yang forms of the five elements represent different aspects of the same energetic idea.   For example, if fire 
suggests knowing (‘seeing’ the light, if you will) then yin fire might be likened to realizing personal insights and yang fire 
to making a public speech.    The energy of the time is a set of conditions which act upon the energy of the animal.  Think 



of animal element energy as the 'figure' and temporal element energy as the 'ground.'   Annual energy alternates between 
yin and yang.  Thus,

2012 = yang year 2013 = yin year 
2014 = yang year 2015 = yin year

Every year is named for one of the 5 elements, each of which occurs as yin and yang, so it takes two years to complete an 
element.   The elements move through the years via the creative (yang) cycle of:  water creates wood, wood creates fire, 
fire creates earth, earth creates metal, metal creates water.  So after two water years, there are two wood years, then two 
fire years, then two earth years, then two metal years, then two water years. 

2012 = yang water year 2013 = yin water year
2014 = yang wood year 2015 = yin wood year

The last number of the year always indicates the element.  For example, years ending in 0 are always yang metal. 

0 = yang metal year
1 =  yin metal year

2 = yang water year
3 = yin water year

4 = yang wood year
5 = yin wood year

6 = yang fire year 
7=  yin fire year 

8 = yang earth year
9 = yin earth year 

Those born in January and February, take note:  New Year's Day changes in the Chinese lunar calendar; sometimes it is in 
January and sometimes it is in February.  See www.waterdragoninc.com for charts of exact dates.



Three (3) Energetic Processes in the 60 Year Cycle
1. Creative; 2. Destructive; 3. Enduring

1. Creative (yang) cycle  (outside circle )   -----   0 = Yang cycle/process.  Yang processes elemental relations as:  
water produces wood, wood feeds fire, fire makes earth, earth contains metal, metal creates water.  Yang energy 
processing for 24 years of the 60 year cycle suggests time, movement, production, exterior, increase, creativity, 
whole.  See Figure 1.

2. Destructive (yin) cycle (inside star)  –   –    =  Yin cycle/process.  Yin elemental processes are:  water extinguishes 
fire, fire melts metal, metal chops wood, wood covers earth, earth swallows water.  During 24 years of the 60 year 
cycle, yin elemental processing suggests space, simultaneity, stillness, receptivity, interiority, decrease, destruction, 
controlling, parts. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Creative and Destructive Cycles



3. Enduring Process ∞ = when the animal 's inherent element and the element of the year are the same.  Twelve (12) 
years of the 60 Year Cycle are enduring process because enduring cycle happens once for each animal.  During 
these years stability engages integrity and reinforces our inherency.    For example, 1904, 1964, and 2024 are all 
yang wood years of the yang wood dragon.  The sequence of this ‘doubling of the same element’ occurs in a 
pattern of years, as shown in Figure 2 -  YEARS of ENDURING ∞ PROCESS.

Figure 2 - YEARS OF ENDURING ∞ PROCESS

   2024   1964   1904  Yang Wood Dragon.  Dragon is inherently yang wood.
 2026   1966   1906 Yang Fire Horse.  Horse is inherently yang fire. 
 2027   1967   1907 Yin Fire Sheep.  Sheep is inherently yin fire. 
 2030   1970   1910 Yang Metal Dog.  Dog is inherently yang metal.
 2032   1972   1912 Yang Water Rat.  Rat is inherently yang water.
 2033   1973   1913 Yin Water Ox.  Ox is inherently yin water.
 2034   1974   1914 Yang Wood Tiger.   Tiger is inherently yang wood.
 2035   1975   1915 Yin Wood Rabbit.  Rabbit is inherently yin wood. 
 2037   1977   1917 Yin Fire Snake.  Snake is inherently yin fire. 
 2040   1980   1920 Yang Metal Monkey.  Monkey is inherently yang metal. 
 2041   1981   1921 Yin Metal Rooster.  Rooster is inherently yin metal. 
 2043   1983   1923 Yin Water Boar.  Boar is inherently yin water.



Figure 3 - Sample Chart Dog Years in 60 Year Cycle - KIK
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0

60

1946

2006

Yang
Metal

Yang
Fire

- - YIN = 
Fire melts metal.
The times test & 
strengthen.

Born!

World Art w/ dr. grandma KIK

12

72

1958

2018

Yang
Metal

Yang
Earth 

0 YANG = 
Earth produces metal.
The times bring me 
forth.

Competitive Swimming 

24

84

1970

1910

Yang
Metal

Yang
Metal

∞ ENDURING = 
Metal reinforces itself.
The times and I are in 
synch. 

Graduate college, move to AZ, begin grad 
school, become 
pregnant with only child.  

My mother is born.

36

96

1982

2042

Yang
Metal

Yang
Water 

0 YANG = 
Water produced by 
metal.
I support the times.

Teach bankers communications via 
emanacom, inc.

48 Yang
Metal

Yang
Wood 

- - YIN = 
Wood chopped by 
metal.
I have much work to 
do.

Study art, active in town politics, work with 
clients via 
Water Dragon, Inc.



Explanation of Sample

In 1946, KIK was born a yang fire dog.  The inherent yang metal of the dog encountered fire; yang metal in yang fire = 
yin process purifies and transforms yang energy.  Twelve (12) years later = 1958, year of the yang earth dog, KIK was 12 
years old, the inherent yang metal element of the dog encountered yang earth; yang process for earth to produce metal, 
hence the times support/give rise to the metal energy of the dog.    Twelve (12) years later it was 1970 & KIK was 24.  
This time the inherent yang metal of the dog encountered ITSELF as the year was yang metal.  We speak of it being a year 
of integrity, as the inherent element of the animal is reinforced.  Twelve (12) years later was 1982 & KIK was 36; year of 
the yang water dog, the  animal (yang metal) occurs in a yang water year.  Since water produces metal (yang process), the 
times support creativity.  Twelve (12) years later was 1994, KIK was 48; the inherent yang metal of the dog encountered 
an environment of yang wood.  Since yang metal (dog inherent element) chops yang wood (the element of the times) we 
say that there is alot of work for the dog to do~~the process is yin - what a good year for pruning!  Twelve (12) years later 
we are finally back to the beginning with the 60th birthday.  Now one cycle of 60 is completed; the animal energy has 
proceeded through each of the 5 elements and is again where it was when KIK was born. 

To begin the process of understanding your 60 year cycle, complete Figure 4 for your own life.  You might like to make 
copies of Figure 4 and invite your family and friends to consider THEIR 60 year life cycle, too~~!

This is your first step in using your book to record events such as birth, marriage, relocations, schools, trips, deaths, career 
changes, etc.  In addition to looking at all the years of your own animal, look at other patterns.  For example, if your 
animal's inherent element is yang fire, you might want to note what happens in all yang fire years, or if you arrived in a 
yin water year, you might look over what sorts of events happened to you in yin water years or when yin water animals are 
featured.  

Best Wishes!



Figure 4 -  YOUR 60 Year Cycle 
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Help Writing Your 60 Year Cycle Using Figure 4

Column 2 - First write the year you were born in the year column (second column from the left.  The first column has the 

correct ages printed.)   Add increments of twelve years to your year of birth and see what year it was when you were 0, 12, 

24, 36, 48, 60 years old.    

Column 6 -The last column asks, “What happened in each of these years?”  You might remember a town, school, trip, 

important event,  etc.  If you are completing a family history, perhaps you will ask relatives for important dates, even if 

they are not YOUR animal year!

Columns 3 & 4 - Use Figure 5, Chart of 60 Years to:  a) Locate 'your' animal in the first column.  Notice its inherent 

element and record it in your third column, “animal inherent element.”  Note the inherent element of your animal stayed 

the same, but the element of the year changes (fourth column).  Starting with your animal, go horizontally across the chart.  

Think of the relationship between these two elements as figure (animal) and ground (time).  Write the elements which 

govern the appropriate years in the fourth column.

Column 5 - Relationships between  elements are important.   Figure 1 shows expanding (yang) and contracting (yin) 

relations between the elements.  Write the energy relations between YOUR two elements for each of your five different 

animal years. 



Figure 5 -  Chart of  60 YEARS 

Rat = NORTH
Yang Water

Yang Water  Rat 
1972 / 1912 / 1852

Yang Wood Rat
1984 / 1924 / 1864

Yang Fire Rat
1996 / 1936 / 1876

Yang Earth  Rat
2008/ 1948 / 1888

Yang Metal Rat
2020 / 1960 / 1900

Ox = N/NE
Yin Water

Yin Water  Ox
1973/ 1913/1853

Yin Wood Ox
1985/ 1925/1865

Yin Fire Ox
1997/ 1937 / 1877

Yin Earth Ox
2009/ 1949 / 1889

Yin Metal Ox
2021 / 1961 / 1901

Tiger = E/NE
Yang Wood

Yang Water Tiger
2022 / 1962/1902

Yang Wood Tiger
1974 / 1914/1854

Yang Fire Tiger
1986 / 1926 / 1866

Yang Earth Tiger
1998 / 1938 / 1878

Yang Metal Tiger
2010 / 1950 / 1890

Rabbit = EAST
Yin Wood

Yin Water Rabbit
2023 / 1963/1903

Yin Wood Rabbit
1975 / 1915/1855

Yin Fire Rabbit
1987 / 1927/1867

Yin Earth Rabbit
1999 / 1939 / 1879

Yin Metal Rabbit
2011 / 1951 / 1891

Dragon = E/SE
Yang Wood

Yang Water Dragon
2012 / 1952/1892

Yang Wood Dragon
2024 / 1964/1904

Yang Fire Dragon
1976 / 1916/1856

Yang Earth Dragon
1988 / 1928 / 1868

Yang Metal Dragon
2000 / 1940 / 1880

Snake = S/SE
Yin Fire

Yin Water Snake
2013 / 1953/1893

Yin Wood Snake
1965 / 1905/1845

Yin Fire Snake
1977 / 1917/1857

Yin Earth Snake
1989 / 1929 / 1869

Yin Metal Snake
2001 / 1941 / 1881

Horse = SOUTH
Yang Fire

Yang Water  Horse
2002 / 1942/1882

Yang Wood Horse
2014 / 1954/1894

Yang Fire Horse
1966 / 1906 / 1846

Yang Earth Horse
1978 / 1918 / 1858

Yang Metal Horse
1990 / 1960 / 1870

Sheep = S/SW
Yin Fire

Yin Water Sheep
2003 / 1943 / 1883

Yin Wood Sheep
2015 / 1955 / 1895

Yin Fire Sheep
1967 / 1907 / 1847

Yin Earth Sheep 
1979 / 1919 / 1859

Yin Metal Sheep
1991 / 1931 / 1871

Monkey =W/SW
Yang Metal

Yang Water Monkey
1992 / 1932 / 1872

Yang Wood Monkey
2004 / 1944 / 1884

Yang Fire Monkey
2016 / 1956 / 1896

Yang Earth Monkey
1968 / 1908 / 1848

Yang Metal 
Monkey
1980 / 1920/ /1860

Rooster = WEST
Yin Metal

Yin Water Rooster
1993 / 1933 / 1873

Yin Wood Rooster
2005 / 1945 / 1885

Yin Fire Rooster
2017 / 1957 / 1897

Yin Earth Rooster
1969 / 1909 / 1849

Yin Metal Rooster
1981 / 1921 / 1861

Dog = W/NW
Yang Metal

Yang Water Dog
1982 / 1922 / 1862

Yang Wood Dog
1994 / 1934 / 1874

Yang Fire Dog
2006 / 1946 / 1886

Yang Earth Dog
2018 / 1958 / 1898

Yang Metal Dog
1970 / 1910 / 1850

Boar – NNW
Yin Water

Yin Water Boar
1983 / 1923 / 1863

Yin Wood Boar
1995 / 1935 / 1875

Yin Fire Boar
2007 / 1947 / 1887

Yin Earth Boar
2019 / 1959 / 1899

Yin Metal Boar
1971 / 1911 / 1851
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